
  

 

ENGLISH HOMEWORK 

Fifth Grade “B” 

Teacher Francisco 

Week:  

       January 29th-February 2nd, 2018       

 
 

 

 

 

 

1. Monday January 29th, 2018 

VOCABULARY 

For today’s homework, you will use the vocabulary words on top this page. Copy the 

sentences below in your English notebook. Then, write 1 vocabulary word for each 

sentence.  

1. Many animal species will be ____________________ if we don’t take care of them. 

2. We use ___________________ in our class when we have to search for different 

information.  

3. I have a _____________________ where I can call, send messages and use social media. 

4. I want to join the _______________ club so I can create different robots.  

5. Our teacher makes different ____________________ when he is explaining something. 

6. I watch different ______________________ commercials on T.V.  

7. One of my _____________________ for the future is that we will have flying cars.  

8. I like to listen to music using my ____________________.  

9. My mother uses her __________________ at work. She types different documents.  

10. In our house, we have a 60 in smart _____________________.  

11. We had to follow different _____________________ to create our robot. First, we had to 

connect all the cables.  

 

 

 

 

 

  
Gestures—mp3 player—TV—smartphone—laptop—extinct—robotics---tablet—

advertisement—predictions BONUS: procedures  



 

 

            2. Wednesday January 31st, 2018 

 

PAST PROGRESSIVE AND SIMPLE PAST  
 

For Today’s homework, copy the sentences below in your English notebook. Use the correct 

tense of the verbs.  

  

1. While his friend __________ the car, John ___________ about his holidays. (drive, talk) 
2. John ___________ a shower when the telephone ___________. (have, ring) 

3. They ___________ to the restaurant and _____________ a cup of coffee. (go, have) 

4. While the football teams __________ up, the fans __________ their flags. (warm, wave) 

5.  How fast __________ when the accident ____________? (you drive, happen) 

6. John __________ a photo of me while I __________. (take, not look) 

7. I _______________ Sue in town yesterday, but she ___________ me. She_________ the other way. 

(see, not see, look) 

8. Jerry ___________ for me when I ____________. (wait, arrive) 

9. On Sunday I __________ for a walk and then I ___________ the museum. (go, visit) 

10. He __________ lunch when the first guests ____________. (prepare, arrive) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Friday February 2nd, 2018 
 

VOCABULARY: Today is our weekly quiz.  

 

                              

 
 


